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Abstract
Social groups play a crucial role in online social media because they form the basis for
user participation and engagement. Although widely studied in their static and
evolutionary aspects, no much attention has been devoted to the exploration of the
nature of groups. In fact, groups can originate from diﬀerent aggregation processes
that may be determined by several orthogonal factors. A key question in this scenario
is whether it is possible to identify the diﬀerent types of groups that emerge
spontaneously in online social media and how they diﬀer. We propose a general
framework for the characterization of groups along the geographical, temporal, and
socio-topical dimensions and we apply it on a very large dataset from Flickr. In
particular, we deﬁne a new metric to account for geographic dispersion, we use a
clustering approach on activity traces to extract classes of diﬀerent temporal
footprints, and we transpose the “common identity and common bond” theory into
metrics to identify the skew of a group towards sociality or topicality. We directly
validate the predictions of the sociological theory showing that the metrics are able
to forecast with high accuracy the group type when compared to a
human-generated ground truth. Last, we frame our contribution into a wider context
by putting in relation diﬀerent types of groups with communities detected
algorithmically on the social graph and by showing the eﬀect that the group type
might have on processes of information diﬀusion. Results support the intuition that a
more nuanced description of groups could improve not only the understanding of
the activity of the user base but also the interpretation of other phenomena
occurring on social graphs.
Keywords: social media; groups; bond theory; identity theory; Flickr
1 Introduction
The explosive success of social media is partly motivated by their capability of transpos-
ing everyday life dynamics on online platforms in a very intuitive way. Accordingly, even
though dyadic social links are the primary way for people to connect online, social media
have allowed from their very early stages the creation of social groups. This is a neces-
sity that emerges directly from the collective behaviour of the crowd, that tends to ﬂock in
communities pushed by a number of reasons, including aﬃliation by similarity, local prox-
imity, common interest, conﬂict with other groups, or even just the need for a deﬁnition
of an identity by being separated by the rest of the population [–]. As a result, groups in
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social media have ﬂourished and they nowadays form a strong basis for user participation
and engagement in online services.
For this reasons, online groups have been studied extensively in the past, with respect to
their social structure and activity evolution. Despite the great attention given to the study
of online groups, previous work on large online datasets has mainly considered groups
as homogeneous entities, overlooking the fact that groups, similarly to social ties [, ],
are not all created equal, as they emerge from diﬀerent collective processes and from the
diﬀerent motivations of their founders or members.
Although several other disciplines, including physics, psychology, organizational sci-
ences, and social sciences have been trying to explore speciﬁc aspects of the formation,
evolution, and internal dynamics of groups at diﬀerent levels (see Section ), most of the
studies has focused either on (i) small or oﬄine social ecosystems, (ii) groups that are gen-
erated ad-hoc to conduct speciﬁc experiments, or (iii) groups inferred from the network
structure. Also, very often speciﬁc aspects of group dynamics (e.g., consensus reaching,
language norms, geographic placement) have been investigated in separation, with very
few eﬀorts to go towards a more holistic, multidimensional characterization of social ag-
gregations. As a consequence, we feel that a thorough and large-scale exploration of the
nature of online, user-generated groups, across some fundamental dimensions that char-
acterize groups is in order.
We propose a categorization of online groups along three axes: spatial, temporal and
socio-topical. For each dimension we propose a set of general metrics that capture quan-
titatively the diﬀerent facets of groups. Speciﬁcally, we describe groups with respect of
the geographic scattering of their members, the temporal footprint of the members’ ac-
tivity in terms of dispersion, skeweness, and burstiness, and the tendency of the group to
aggregate members on a topical or social basis. With respect to the last dimension, we
rely on a longstanding theory about the creation of social communities. The theory states
that people join groups driven by either pre-existing social ties with other members or by
the interest in the topical focus of the group as a whole and we build metrics to quantify
this tendency. We show that our metric well reﬂect the cardinal points of the theory, be-
ing good predictors of the group type. Our metrics are tested on a large-scale corpus of
public, online, user-generated groups.
Last, to frame our contribution in to a wider context, we provide examples of possible
applications of our framework to other analytical issues on social networks. In particular,
we put in relation the social and topical groups we ﬁnd algorithmically with the commu-
nities detected from the graph structure and we speculate about the impact that diﬀerent
group types may have in the process of information diﬀusion, following the intuition that
information cascades and group boundaries are strictly related concepts [].
1.1 The Flickr case-study
We test our group characterization framework on a large scale set of online groups from
Flickr (www.ﬂickr.com). Flickr is a popular photo-sharing platform in which users can
upload a large amount (up to  TB) of photos, organize them in albums or with free-form
textual tags. Flickr provides means of rich social interactions between users. First, photos
are shown in the user proﬁle page and other users can view them, comment on them or
mark them as favorites. Also, users can establish explicit social ties by following people
they are interested in, to receive their status updates. Last, a pivotal part of the community
engagement in Flickr is represented by groups.
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Figure 1 Page of a popular Flickr group, showing the pictures in the photo pool and a set of content
(news, add photo, top tags) and social (discussions, members, top contributors) features.
Groups in Flickr are self-declared and self-managed communities that are sponta-
neously created by the user base, meaning that each user can create (and become admin-
istrator of ) an arbitrary number of groups. Most groups have open membership, so users
can join without invitation, just by clicking a join button, while others are by invitation
only and joining requires the administrator’s permission. Groups are usually built around
a theme that is user-deﬁned and, consequently, their topic, generality, and scope of interest
can varymuch. All groups provide functionalities that are explicit instantiations of content
and relational features of social media. As illustrated in Figure , group participants can
share their pictures with other group members in a common photo pool. A picture that
is featured in a group tends naturally to receive feedback from other members, but social
interaction is also possible through discussion boards. As a result, a Flickr group can be
denoted by a set of terms including comments and tags on photos of the pool, discussions,
group name and description and by a set of social actions such as exchange of messages
in a discussion board, comments and favorites on photos, and so on.
Flickr groups represent an ideal ecosystem for the study of group characterization for
a number of reasons. Groups in Flickr are large scale (hundreds of thousands of public
groups, with a broad range in membership size), spontaneously generated (in contrast
with groups inferred by the structure of the social network or created ad hoc for speciﬁc
experiments), and exhibit public online information that is rich both in terms of content
(photos, tags) and social information (multiple types of interactions between members).
This combination of features is ideal to investigate the factors that drive the collective
interaction between people in social aggregations. It is very diﬃcult to ﬁnd other large-
scale, publicly accessible datasetswith a similarlywide and diverse set of features. For these
reasons, we focus our study on Flickr only, diving deep in several aspects of the groups’
structure and organization rather than proposing a wider multi-dataset exploration.
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1.2 Contributions and roadmap
This work is a direct extension to our previous paper [] that focused on the interplay
between social and topical aspects of online communities. Here we extend and improve
that work here in a number of ways, and present the following contributions.
• We introduce a framework for the characterization of groups along geographical and
temporal dimensions.
• We run a study of a large scale corpus of Flickr groups using the three target
dimensions, being able to draw a more nuanced characterization of them than
previous work.
• We use our framework to run a faceted analysis of the phenomenon of information
diﬀusion on networks, spotting insightful correlations between type of spreading and
type of group.
Overall, our work gives a contribution in the ﬁrst place in the ﬁeld of computational social
science, speciﬁcally in the direction of a nuanced characterization of groups according to
notions of topicality and sociality developed in sociology in the past decades but never
tested on large online datasets. Our experimental evaluation shows that the formulation
of the theory well captures the separation between the two macro-classes of groups. The
transposition of the theory in quantitative metrics allowed us also to provide additional
evidence to support anotherwell-established theory about themaximumnumber of stable
relationships for individuals in social environments (Dunbar’s number []). Furthermore,
we consider spatial, temporal, and socio-topical metrics jointly for the ﬁrst time, discov-
ering somemacro-classes of groups that reveal the interplay between the diﬀerent dimen-
sions; to mention two clear examples, topical groups that tend to be long-lived and with
steady activity in contrast with social groups that are more often bursty and short-lived.
The main goal of this work is to provide yet another step towards a computational un-
derstanding of social structures, user-generated groups in this speciﬁc case. To show that
the value a nuanced characterization of social aggregations is not limited to the possibility
of carrying out more ﬁne-grained network analysis, we also connect our study to the ﬁeld
of information diﬀusion showing that diﬀerent types of groups can impact on the process
of the spreading of information along the network. This is the ﬁrst study that shows such
empirical evidence and directly connects with very recent work in information diﬀusion
that have been trying to leverage the same intuition [].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, we present an overview of re-
latedwork (Section ). Thenwe introduce the three dimensions thatwe use to characterize
social groups (geographical, temporal, and socio-topical) and we deﬁne how to measure
themquantitatively (Section ). After a short illustration of the Flickr dataset we use and of
the ground truth we extracted to validate our socio-topical metrics (Section ), we present
the results of the application of the metrics, identifying diﬀerent classes of Flickr groups
with respect to the three dimensions considered in separation but also jointly (Section ).
Finally, we set our contribution into a wider context by analyzing the process of informa-
tion diﬀusion in the light of the diﬀerent group types in which the process takes place
(Section ).
2 Related work
2.1 Online groups characterization
Since the very early stages of the social web, the research community has been interested
in the deﬁnition of the notion of group and of its possible types [] not only for analytical
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purposes but also in direct application to several tasks, including proﬁling and recom-
mendation [, ]. The global structure, evolution and dynamics of social groups have
been investigated over large-scale and heterogeneous datasets. The shape and evolution
of groups have been described in computer science literature as very broad phenomena
[, ] that are determined by the intrinsic group ﬁtness [] and on the density of social
links connecting their members [].
Although the broad variety of group types and their emerging features (starting from
their size []) has motivated some research work to characterize the nature of groups
along their main dimensions, most of the contributions so far have not established any
quantitative framework for their classiﬁcation.
Due to its open nature and its multiple features, Flickr has been one of the most studied
platform to this respect. Early work relied on interviews and user studies to identify the
diﬀerent usage of Flickr groups [], ﬁnding ﬁve main motivations for users to join groups
(memory, identity and narrative, relationships maintenance, self-representation and self-
expression). Alternative classiﬁcations based on user studies have been proposed as well
[, ].
Negoescu et al. have contributed quite much to this research area with several stud-
ies on Flickr groups. First they have introduced a manual categorization of Flickr groups,
partitioning them in geographical, topical, visual, and “catch-all” groups []. With this
categorization in mind, they propose to detect hypergroups (i.e., groups of groups) based
on the similarity of their topical focus, extracted with LDA []; in contrast, Negi et al.
try to ﬁnd subgroups in large Flickr communities using MoM-LDA on photo tags [].
Groups have been also studied in relation with their membership, with special attention
to topicality and to recommendations exchanged between peers []. Inmore recent work
[] Negoescu et al. have discussed about how to represent Flickr groups group according
to the topics and tags in use by their members. Also, according to previous studies [],
they identiﬁed “real” groups as those motivated by self-expression and relationship main-
tenance. However, although every Flickr group can be mapped to a topic (set of words),
not all groups have a topical focus, as we show in this work.
Following an earlier conceptual framework [], Cox et al. [] attempted to measure
the “groupness” of a group using several metrics as size of membership, volume of pho-
tos, length of description, and so on. They propose a classiﬁcation of groups into topical
(focused on a theme), highlighting (to promote photos to a wider public) and geographi-
cal (rooted into a speciﬁc geolocation); however their classiﬁcation is ultimately arbitrary
and not supported by quantitative results. In partial contrast with previouswork [], their
results also point out that small groups are more important than the big ones to the so-
cial activity of the network as they operate at “human scale”. The work was subsequently
extended [] and the categorization was manually reﬁned into four categories, namely
location-based, award, learning, an topical groups.
Prieur et al. use Pricipal Components Analysis (a statistical procedure that converts a set
of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated
variables) on a set of features extracted from Flickr groups to detect the main dimensions
that characterize them [–]. They ﬁnd three main dimensions underlying as many
types of groups: social media-use, MySpace-like, and photo stockpiling. The mixture of
sociality and topicality of groups is also discussed, even though only tangentially.
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At a ﬁner scale, social communities can be described in terms of user engagement. From
a quantitative perspective, the amount of participation of members in activities related
to the group is varied and dependent on group size []. Intra-group activity has been
characterized in terms of propensity of people to reply to questions of other members
[], coherence of discussion topics [], or item sharing practices []. Modeling inner
activity of groups has helped in ﬁnding eﬀective strategies to predict future group growth
or activity [], recommend group aﬃliation, or enhance the search experience on social
platforms [].
Groups have been studied also in other online platforms. The structure of user inter-
action patterns in groups extracted from LiveJournal, DBLP, YouTube, Orkut, and Yahoo
Groups have been investigated in the past [, , , ]. Laine et al. [] present an analy-
sis on YouTube groups, highlighting their tendency to both topicality and sociality and the
small-world nature of the interactions inside them. Interestingly, they envision in future
work an analysis of the interplay between groups and inﬂuence.
Last, some important contributions in the ﬁeld of complex systems have investigated
some properties of groups that can be inferred by the structure of social links via cluster-
ing or community detection algorithms. Barabasi et al. [] use a network of phone calls to
ﬁnd that large detected groups (using clique percolation) persist longer when they are ca-
pable of dynamically changing theirmembership, suggesting that the ability to self-altering
the internal composition results in better adaptability. Using a similar dataset, Onnela et
al. [] explore the geography of groups to ﬁnd that small communities are geographi-
cally tight, but become geographically wider when the group size exceeds  members.
Temporal patterns similar to the ones we explore in this work have been also investigated.
Burstiness of human behaviour as a consequence of processing tasks in relation with their
perceived priority have been studied, but not speciﬁcally in the context of groups [].
2.2 Groups in (computational) social sciences
Small-size groups have been studied by researchers in psychology and sociology and by
scholars in other social and behavioral sciences for the past century and especially in the
past decades. The notions of community and social group have been widely debated in be-
havioral sciences [, ]. The faceted complexity of groups, have been discussed for long
time [] and previous works have remarked that the internal dynamics of social groups
emerge from the combination of complex cognitive processes such as sense of member-
ship, inﬂuence between people, fulﬁllment of individual and collective needs inside the
group, and shared emotional connections []. Based on such widely accepted theoretical
foundations, sociological theories have been formulated to disentangle all of these com-
plex aspects.
From the perspective of organizational sciences, groups have been investigatedwith spe-
cial focus on computer mediated communication, namely how belonging to a group can
aﬀect the communications between members, in time. Siegel et al., for instance, have run
a small-scale comparison between online and oﬄine groups, showing that the process of
ﬁnding a consensus is resolved with a signiﬁcantly bigger shift from the initial members’
opinion in the online case rather than the oﬄine one []. Also, other studies highlighted
thatmembers physical co-presence is an important factor for the success of a task-oriented
group, as the geographical distribution of members could negatively impact the eﬀective-
ness of communication []. Similar patterns are found also when considering the time
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dimension, as “ongoing” teams that have to collaborate for a long time must tackle more
process and structural issues than groups with “temporary” tasks []. In environments
where many groups co-exist, overlap between with other groups’ memberships, age and
size of the group can be factors that aﬀects the group in terms of its growth, as result
of competitive pressure []. Also, individual beneﬁt of group members in collaborative
tasks can be greatly driven by the impulse given by the group leader to increase commu-
nity building []. The use of language within social communities has been studied by
Postmes et al., who look at how interactional norms regulate the conversation style (e.g.,
use of abbreviations, superlatives) in small email discussion groups, shedding light on the
processes of social construction and formation of social identity [].
More recent work in computational social science attempted to characterize groups in
relation to well-established theories from social sciences. The dependency of activity and
connectivity on group size has been studied in several platforms [, , ], showing rela-
tions to Dunbar’s theory on the upper bound of around  stable social relationships for
an average human []. The dimension of similarity between members has been identiﬁed
also as a factor driving the creation of social communities [], particularly given that, to a
large extent, users in social networks tend to aggregate following the homophily principle
[]. However, similarity is not necessarily the strongest indicator for group activity and
longevity, as diversity of content shared between group members is a major factor to keep
alive the interest of members [].
Social and thematic components of communities have been widely studied in social
science, most of all within the common identity and common bond theory on which
part of the present work is based [–]. Nevertheless, the principles behind the the-
ory have never been translated into practical methods to categorize groups, nor tested on
large datasets. On the other hand, data-driven studies have investigated social and the-
matic components separately when characterizing groups []. Preliminary insights on
the interweavement between such dimensions have been given in exploratory work on
Flickr, where signals of correlation between social density and tag dispersion in groups is
shown [] and where two diﬀerent clusters emerge naturally when plotting the groups
size against the number of internal links []. In this work, we deﬁne metrics that can be
used to predict if a group is social or topical and testing their eﬀectiveness against a reliable
ground truth.
2.3 Automatic group extraction
Besides the analysis of user-created groups, the study of automatically detected groups
through community detection algorithms has attractedmuch interest lately []. Detected
communities are supposed to representmeaningful aggregations of peoplewhere dense or
intense social exchanges take place among members []. Nevertheless, even if synthetic
methods to verify the quality of clusters have been proposed [], the question of whether
such artiﬁcial groups capture some notion of community perceived by the users remains
open. If on the one hand the computation of cluster-goodness metrics over user-created
groups can give useful hints about their structural cohesion [], on the other hand a
direct comparison between user-created groups and detected communities is stillmissing,
particularly in terms of the amount of sociality or topical coherence they embed.
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2.4 Information propagation
Modeling the dynamics of information diﬀusion and inﬂuence along network links has re-
ceived much attention in the last decade, especially in relation to the task of optimization
of viral marketing strategies []. A large corpus of studies on inﬂuence and information
propagation has relied on Twitter-based experiments [, ]. In Flickr, instead, an analy-
sis of information propagation based on favorites showed that diﬀusion is limited to indi-
viduals who reside in the close neighborhood of the seed user and the spreading process
is very slow []. In this paper we use the same propagation model to measure the eﬀect
that the boundaries of diﬀerent groups may have on diﬀusion of information. Instead of
representing the inﬂuence as an infection phenomenon between connected individuals,
alternative models agnostic on the network structure that rely only on the time of the con-
tagion have been proposed [, ], assuming the presence of a hidden contagionweb that
might be diﬀerent from the observed social network [].
Even though our contribution does not focus on the deﬁnition of information propaga-
tionmodels, wemeasure information diﬀusion through social links within diﬀerent group
types,motivated by recent ﬁndings that hypothesize a connection between group type and
potential of propagation of information cascades [, ].
3 Metrics for group characterization
Geography, time and the duality between social and topical bias of groups are mentioned
multiple times in previous work, as they are important aspects for the characterization of
communities. Next, we consider those three dimensions and deﬁne new general metrics
for each of them. All our metrics assume the presence of a user baseU and a set of groups
G where g = {u, . . . ,un}, g ∈G∧ui ∈U . Users can belong to multiple groups and we asso-
ciate, with each group, a bag of user-generated terms Tg (e.g., tags, group posts). We also
assume to have a set of actions Ag that members of a group g perform within the group
(e.g., group subscription or photo upload in the group pool). In the following, we refer
to these actions also as events. We consider space and time associated to those actions,
respectively geo = (lata, lona) and t(a)≡ ta, a ∈ Ag ; when focusing on a speciﬁc type of ac-
tion, we will consider their temporal sequence, whose timestamps will be denoted simply
as ti, i ∈ [,n]. Last, we take into account also the social interactions between members of
a group and within groups. We adopt a very generalmultidigraphmodel that ﬁts most of
the current social media platforms. Members are represented as nodes, and each distinct
interaction between any two members is represented by a directed arc.
3.1 Geographical dispersion
Geographical distribution of group members can be very variable, as sometimes groups
are very localized (e.g., members of a photography club in the same city) and sometimes
very broad (e.g., Canon camera owners). When studying the geographical distribution of
viewers of a given photo, Van Zwol [] proposed three metrics. First, the most direct
way to gauge the sparsity is to compute the geodesic distance geod between all the pairs
of locations




( lat – lat
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Figure 2 Illustration of methods to measure dispersion of geolocated points (in red) on a map.
(a) Average of pairwise geodesic distances. (b) Diagonal of the bounding box deﬁned by the standard
deviations of latitude and longitude around the center of gravity (blue cross). (c) Same as (b) but with
geodesic distance of the diagonal.
Figure 3 Illustration of the center-to-Earth distance method
to measure dispersion of geolocated points (in red) on the
Globe. Points are translated into spatial Cartesian coordinates, they
are averaged, and the distance of the resulting point to the center
of the Earth (in blue) is calculated as a measure of dispersion.
and to average them (Figure (a)). However, this scales quadratically with respect to the
number of points and it could be computationally prohibitive when large sets of points are
considered. For this reason, a secondway to estimate dispersion is to compute the standard
deviation for the longitudes and latitude separately and use them to build a bounding box
around the centroid of the Cartesian coordinates (Figure (b)). Then the Euclidean dis-
tance between the angles of the bounding box is considered ad a measure of spreading.
This solution however does not consider the rounded surface of the Earth, thus biasing
the results by the latitude: same values at diﬀerent latitudes could imply very diﬀerent dis-
tances. A straightforward solution to solve this problem is to user the geodesic distance
instead of the Euclidean distance (Figure (c)). Still, even if this solution accounts for cur-
vature, it does not consider the Earth as spherical, as longitude is interpreted as a linear
metric (e.g., two points at the two ends of the Bering strait will be considered very far from
each other).
To address these problemswe propose a new simplemetric, the center-of-Earth distance
(coed), to directly measure geographical dispersity, illustrated in Figure . We consider
each latitude-longitude pair as a polar-azimuth angle in the spherical coordinate system
centered on the center of Earth. We convert all the points into the Cartesian system, so
that every point is represented as points in the three-dimensional space. All the points are
then averaged and, as they all lie on the spherical surface, their average will be a centroid
that by deﬁnition will be under the Earth’s surface. The sparsity is then estimated by the
distance of the centroid to the center of the Earth, normalized by the Earth’s radius. In
the case-limit in which just one point is available (or many perfectly overlapping points),
the geographical spreading will be maximally narrow (coed = ), whereas two points at the
antipodes will have a centroid residing exactly at the center of the Earth (coed = ), thus
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leading to maximal sparsity. Additionally, we apply the arc-cosine to the ﬁnal value to get
an angle that more intuitively relates to the spreading of points on the spherical surface.
This solution is linear with the number of points, it considers the Earth’s curvature and it
considers the World as spherical, thus addressing the limitations of previous approaches.
3.2 Temporal patterns
Similarly to geography, groups could exhibit also quite broad temporal patterns. The time
series of events associated to a group (e.g., photo uploads) is the temporal footprint we aim
to characterize. Of course, as each distribution in time is likely to be unique, we need to
capture the peculiar features of each temporal pattern.We rely on the statistical properties
of the distribution of the volume of actions in time to describe the time sequences. We
identify four diﬀerent properties: the central tendency, the dispersion, the skewness and the
burstiness. In the following, we consider that all the events take place in a ﬁxed, large time
window [,T] (that will correspond to our temporal sample in the experimental data).
Next, we deﬁne their meaning and propose metrics to capture each of them. The way
to combine the metrics for a characterization of groups along the temporal axis will be
discussed in Section ..
.. Central tendency
We consider a sequence of timestamps (t, . . . , tn) in which events in the group occur. For
each group, we consider a normalized windowwhere the start time is  and coincides with
the ﬁrst group event (t = ) and ends at time , which coincides with the end T of our







The output value is in the range [, ] and reﬂects the central tendency of distribution of
events in time: the closer the value to  the most time values happened at the beginning
of the group’s life, the closer to , the most values near to the present. Groups with strong
central tendency will have values close to ..
.. Dispersion
Dispersion denotes how stretched or narrow is a distribution. To measure dispersion we











Values range from  to . Note that groups with high central tendency would have low
dispersion, but groups with low dispersion could have also low central tendency. However,
a non-corrected standard deviationwould still be dependent by the central tendency, as for
instance a series of time events with central tendency value of . cannot have a dispersion
higher than .. To ensure that the independence between metrics the correction value
is required. For the sake of brevity, we do not report the mathematical details here, but a
mathematical justiﬁcation of the correction is reported in the Appendix.
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.. Skewness
Another of the time properties we want to capture is skewness. It is calculated with the
normalized diﬀerence between the median and the mean as follows:
γ tg =
μtg –mediantg
min(μtg ,  –μtg)
. ()
Again, values are in the [, ] interval. A divergence between themean and themedian im-
plies a skewed distribution as more elements will have values either smaller or larger than
the median. The correction factor in the denominator ensures the independence between
the skewness and the central tendency, as shown in the Appendix.
.. Burstiness
Last, we use a measure of burstiness to check whether the events are grouped together
and happen in big bursts. To capture this concept we consider the inter-event time tijg =
tj – ti, i < j is used. We denote as tg the overall series of inter-event times for group g . The














Note that the mean of all the inter-event times μtg is equivalent to the total time between
the t and tn, divided by the number of events. The median of the inter-event times in-
stead will get values on the range (,μtg )]. For the series with uniformly separated events,
μ(tg) and median(tg) will be equal whereas the groups with a bursty behavior will have
a median(tg) near to .
3.3 Topical and social groups
The “common identity and common bond” theory [] states that, depending on the
prevalent motivation of people to join a group, groups can be categorized as either social
or topical, and assumes that the two types of groups have distinct and well-recognizable
traits. In recent years, the theory has beenwidely commented and elaborated by social sci-
entists from a theoretical perspective and through small-scale experiments [, , ],
but no rigorous methodology to distinguish the two types has been developed nor tested
on large-scale datasets.
We design a technique to detect the group type based on the common identity and com-
mon bond theory, ﬁrst to contribute to a strong validation of the theory itself but also to
provide a general framework for automatic classiﬁcation of user groups in online social
media. In the following, we provide a more detailed description of the theory and then
we propose a translation of its main principles into general metrics that can be applied to
social graphs.
.. Identity and bond theory
The common identity and common bond theory describes social groups along the dimen-
sions of topicality and sociality [, ]. According to the theory, the attachment to a
group, as well as the permanence and involvement in it, can be explained in terms of com-
mon identity or common bond. Identity-based attachment holds when people join a group
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based on their interest in the community as a whole or in a well-deﬁned common theme
shared by all of the members. People whose participation is due to identity-based attach-
mentmay not directly engage with anyone andmight even participate anonymously. Con-
versely, bond-based attachment is driven by personal social relations with other speciﬁc
members, and thus the main theme of the group may be disregarded. The two processes
result in two diﬀerent group types, that for simplicity we name “topical” for identity-based
attachment and “social” for bond-based attachment.
In practice, groups can be formed from a mix of identity and bond-based attachment,
but very often they tend to lean more towards either sociality or topicality. According to
the theory, the group type is relatedwith the reciprocity and the topics of discussion.Mem-
bers of social groups tend to have reciprocal interactions with other members, whereas
interactions in topical groups are generally not directly reciprocated. In addition, topics
of discussion tend to vary drastically and cover multiple subjects in social groups, while in
topical groups discussions tend to be related to the group theme and cover speciﬁc areas.
According to the theory, social groups are founded on individual relationships between
their members, therefore it is harder for newcomers to join and integrate with members
that already have strong relationships between each other. One implication of this is that
social groups are vulnerable to turnover, since the departure of a person’s friends may
inﬂuence his own departure. Topical groups, on the other hand, are more open to new-
comers and more robust to departures.
.. From theory to metrics
It is possible to constructmetrics to diﬀerentiate between the two types of groups by quan-
tifying the reciprocity of interactions, and the topicality of the information exchanged
between group members. Next, we describe: (i) reciprocity metrics, used to quantifying
group sociality, (ii) entropy of terms, to determine howmuch the topics of discussion vary
within a group, and (iii) activitymetrics, to measure the liveliness of the group. Similarly
to the temporal dimension, the approach to combine all these metrics into a decision on
the group type will be discussed in Section .., with speciﬁc examples on our Flickr
case-study.
Reciprocity Reciprocity occurs whenever a user interacts with another user and that
user responds her at any time later with the same type of interaction. We deﬁne intra-
reciprocity of a group g as:
rintg =
Eint,recg /
Eint,recg / + Eint,nrecg
, ()
where Eint,recg and Eint,nrecg are, respectively, the number of reciprocated and non-recipro-
cated links internal to the group g . Correspondingly, the inter-reciprocity at the border of
the group is deﬁned by rextg , accounting for the reciprocity between members and non-
members.
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The larger the intra-reciprocity, the higher the probability that the group is social. Al-
ternatively, to compensate for the eﬀect of the correlation between reciprocity and the
number of internal interactions, and to account for local eﬀects, the intra-reciprocity can





We add  to both numerator and denominator to reduce the ﬂuctuations of ug at low values
of rextg . This relative reciprocity compares the reciprocity between the members with their
reciprocity toward people not belonging to the group. It reﬂects how sociality of group
members distinguishes itself from the environment.
Topicality The set of terms T(g) associated with a group indicates the topical diversity




p(t) · log p(t), ()
where p(t) is the probability of occurrence of the term t in the set T(g). The higher the
entropy, the greater is the variety of terms and, according to the theory, the more social
the group is. Conversely, the lower the entropy, the more topical the group is. In addition,
since not all groups have the same number of terms and the entropy value grows with the
total number of terms, we introduce the normalized entropy hg , which is normalized by
the average value of entropy for the groups with the same number of terms:
hg =
H(g)
〈H(f )〉|T(g)|=|T(f )| . ()
Activity Even if, for the considered theory, activity is not a discriminative factor between
social and topical groups, it is useful to characterize the liveliness of a community. Activity
is quantiﬁed in terms of the number of internal interactions normalized by the expected





where Ding and Doutg are total numbers of interactions originated by members of the group
g or being targeted to members of this group, where E is the total number of interactions
in the network. If this property has a value higher than  then the number of interactions
internal to the group is higher than the number of interactions expected in a random
scenario with the same group activity volume.
Another way of measuring activity of a group is by comparing density of its internal
interactions with the density of its external interactions:
bg =
Eintg /(sg(sg – ))
Eextg /((N – sg)sg)
, ()
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where sg is the cardinality of group g andN is total number of nodes in the network. Values
of bg greater than  indicate a density of internal interactions higher than interactions
between the group and the rest of the network. This metric eﬀectively compares intensity
of interactions betweenmembers of the groupswith the intensity of their interactionswith
the entire network.
4 Dataset and preprocessing
To test our metrics we use a dataset from Flickr. The wide variety of user groups, the
richness of interaction types, and the openness of the data (retrievable through the public
API) make Flickr an ideal platform for our study.
4.1 Flickr groups and interactions
We consider a random sample of public groups created until the end of year . Users
of Flickr can create, moderate and administer their own groups. Most groups are open, so
users can join without an invitation. Others are only by invitation and joining requires the
administrator’s permission. In total, our dataset contains over K groups. For each of
these groups, we extracted all the public information related to them (retrievable via the
Flickr public API) and that we detail next. All the data has been anonymized and processed
in aggregate. Table  summarizes some statistics of the data described below.
First, for all the users of the groups, we collect public information of their proﬁle, ex-
tracting their interactions with other users or online objects, namely:
• Comments. User u comments on a photo of user v. This interaction ismediated
through the photo. We ﬁlter out the comments of users on their own photos,
obtaining a total of M comments.
• Favorites. User umarks one of user v’s photos as a favorite. The interaction is
mediated through the favorited photo. We extract M favorite interactions.
• Contacts. User u adds user v among his contacts. Social contacts in Flickr are directed
and may be reciprocated. One person can choose another person as his contact only
once and the relation remains in the same state until the contact is removed. There
are M contacts in our dataset.
Additionally, we also rely on the information related to speciﬁc actions that users make to
interact with the group itself:
• Uploads. User u uploads a photo p to the group photo pool. Flickr groups provide
pools to store pictures related to the group and pictures can stay in multiple pools.
Only members of the group can upload a photo to a pool.
• Subscriptions. User u joins a the group at a certain time.
In addition to user-created groups (we refer to them as declared), in Section . we ana-
lyze the sociality and topicality properties of groups that are not deﬁned by users but are
instead found by community detection algorithms (we name these detected groups). We
applied theOSLOMcommunity detection algorithm [] over the entire network of social
contacts in our dataset. We choose OSLOM because it detects overlapping communities,
which is a natural feature of real groups. Moreover, OSLOM has performed well in recent
Table 1 Total number of interactions and declared/detected groups.
Comments Favorites Contacts Decl. g. Det. g.
238M 112M 71M 504K 646K
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community detection benchmarks [] and it outperformed other algorithms we tested.
OSLOM detected K groups.
We also use tags of the photos as terms for our model. The primary set of photos from
which we extract tags is the photo pool. Photo pools are available for declared groups only.
In addition, in both declared and detected groups, the interactions between members of
the group that are mediated through photos (i.e., comments, favorites) result in two addi-
tional photo sets from which tags are extracted. We process the three tag sets separately
(pool, comments, favorites), and for each of them we compute the normalized entropy
(hpoolg , hcomg , hfavg ).
4.2 Socio-topical group labeling
The socio-topical dimension we consider is a rather abstract concept and we like to check
whether our metrics are able to correctly capture it. For this reason, we need a reliable
ground truth to check against the detected sociality and topicality scores. We asked hu-
man coders to label groups based on well-deﬁned guidelines extracted directly from the
common identity and common bond theory []. For the labeling we randomly selected
groupsmeeting the followingminimum requirements: (i) more than members, (ii) more
than  internal comments, (iii) relative activities acomg and bcomg higher than . The
third requirement ensured us that the selected groups were active well above the expected
values in a random case. After this selection we obtained over K declared groups and
over K detected groups. We describe the labeling process of such groups in detail next.
.. Information provided to labelers
The labeling is based on the human capability of processing the semantics, aesthetics, and
sentiment behind text and photos. With the editorial process we generate a ground truth
of “social” and “topical” groups. The coders were asked to make judgments in this respect
and were presented with the following information for each group:
Group proﬁle. The Flickr group proﬁle consists of the group name, description by the
creator of the group, discussion board, photo pool, and map of places where photos
uploaded to the group pool were taken. This information is available only for declared
groups.
Comments. We provide text of all comments that happen between the members. Com-
ments are shown in chronological order and are grouped by thread, if they appear under
the same photo. Additionally we also include a link to the photo.
Tags. Human coders are shown the list of the most frequent tags attached to the photos
that mediate the internal comments to the group. The list is sorted alphabetically.
.. Labeling guidelines
Coders were shown the information described above and asked to categorize groups as
either social, topical or unknown. The last case is reserved for groups for which text is
written in a language unknown to the labeler, making the task impossible to accomplish.
Intentionally, no unsure category was allowed to keep the categorization strictly binary,
as the theory does. Some groups can be both topical and social, and therefore diﬃcult
to categorize, but for the sake of clarity and conformity with the theory we kept the cat-
egorization as a binary task. Coders were provided with speciﬁc instructions on how to
recognize social and topical groups, and on how to perform the categorization. The guide-
lines are summarized as follows:
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I. Comments and photos. By examining comments and photos, ﬁnd traces of people who
know each other or who have a personal relationship. Knowing each other’s real names,
spending time together, co-appearing in photos, sharing common past experiences, refer-
encing mutually known places, and disclosing personal information are all signals of the
presence of a social relationship []. The predominance of friendly and colloquial com-
ments (e.g., jokes, laughter) is another element distinguishing social groups from topical
groups. In topical groups, the atmosphere is more formal and comments tend to be more
impersonal []. Examples of impersonal comments include expressing appreciation for
photos, praising the photographers, thanking them for their work, or commenting on any
particular topic in a neutral way. As a rule of thumb, if many personal comments are de-
tected, then the sociality of the group should be considered high. If such comments are
not many (e.g., just between small subsets of members), but the overall atmosphere of the
interaction is rather personal and friendly, then we consider the sociality of this group as
fairly present. If, on the other hand, comments are mainly impersonal and neutral, social-
ity has to be considered low, in favor of higher topicality.
II. Tags and description. Read the tags and the proﬁle description of the group. If the
tags are semantically consistent then the topicality of the group should be considered high,
and even higher if the name and description of the group corresponds to the content of
the tags. In some cases, tags or group descriptions can contain words indicating personal
relations or events (e.g., “wedding”, “grandpa”, names, etc.), indicating a higher sociality of
the group. Tags can also contain names of speciﬁc locations. Geo-characterized tags can
be reasserted by looking at the map of places where photos were taken. Such tags are a
good indication that the sociality of the group is present, but that has to be conﬁrmed
through the inspection of comments.
The coders labeled the groups after judging the two aspects above. If both tags and com-
ments are highly social or topical, then the choice of label is straightforward. If the tags
are highly topical and the comments are not social then the group is labeled as topical,
and vice versa. If the tags are a bit topical and comments highly social then the group is
labeled as social. The labelers were asked to read as many comments as needed to arrive
to a fairly clear decision.
.. Group examples
To provide a sense of how the deﬁned guidelines were applied in practice, we describe
two examples. The ﬁrst one is a group titled “Airlines Austrian”, tagged with labels “air-
craft”, “airport” and “spotting.” Photos are from diﬀerent countries in Europe and the vast
majority of them depict airplanes. Members are very active in commenting and writing
comments related on the aircraft theme (e.g., “I just love this airplane, the TU-M is
just a plane Boeing or Airbus could never design”). In this case, all of the features are
aligned with the concept of topical group deﬁned in the guidelines. The second group is
named “Camp Baby ” and it is described in the main page as a collection of photos
of a two-day event for young mothers taking place at a speciﬁc location. Photos depict
people attending the event and interacting with each other with a friendly attitude. Tags
and comments often contain names of individuals and references to past common expe-
riences (e.g., “I love Mindy and cannot wait to see her again!!”). Although the group has
a speciﬁc topic, its social component is very strong. In practice, more ambiguous cases
can occur and, ultimately, the decision of the labeler has an arbitrary component, as in
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every complex annotation process. Nevertheless, the deﬁned guidelines gave the labelers
precise instructions and, as described next, we recurred to multiple independent coders
to assess the quality of the extracted ground truth.
.. Labeling outcome
A total of  declared groups and  detected groups were labeled by  people: two of
the authors and an independent labeler who was not aware of the type of study nor of the
purpose of the labeling. The inter-labeler agreement, measured as Fleiss’ Kappa, is .
for the declared groups, meaning that there exists good agreement between labelers.
In order to assess the quality of the labels, we also counted the number of messages
exchanged between group members. The counting was done anonymously in aggregate
and the content of themessages was not accessed. Groups labeled as social contain around
twice as many messages between their members compared to topical groups of similar
size. Even if this does not constitute a proof of higher sociality, intuitively people who get
in touch via one-to-one communication are more likely to have a more intimate social
relationship.
TheKappa value for detected groups is around ., revealing lower agreement. A factor
that partially determined such result is the lack of information about the group’s proﬁle,
since it is not available for detected groups. Another cause of the disagreement is a higher
variability in the comments. This may be because we use a network of contacts for the
purpose of ﬁnding clusters and deﬁning detected groups, whichmay not be the best proxy
of personal relations.
In total we label  distinct declared groups and  distinct detected groups.We char-
acterize them in the following section.
5 Characterization of groups
We now describe the Flickr groups in our dataset according to the three dimensions iden-
tiﬁed above. After a short analysis of the overlap between declared and detected groups,
we inspect each dimension separately, discussing how the metrics we identiﬁed earlier
are applied to groups. Last, we discuss the characterization of groups along all the three
dimensions.
5.1 Overlap of groups with detected communities
Since community detection techniques have been largely employed in recent years to de-
scribe the structure of complex social systems [], the need for a clearer assessment of
the meaning of the detected clusters has been often expressed from diﬀerent angles [,
], but never completely satisﬁed. In this study we contribute to shed light on this mat-
ter by comparing the user-generated groups with the groups detected algorithmically (as
described in Section ).
The groups from the two sets share typical properties of groups found in on-line social
networks. The distribution of sizes of groups in both cases is heavy-tailed and close to
power-laws (not shown). Declared groups tend to be much bigger, having on average 
members versus  members in detected groups.
To test if the groups from the two sets overlap, and to what extent, we measure the
Jaccard similarity between their sets of members. Similarity is computed for all declared-
detected group pairs and for each detected groupwe select the declared onewith the high-
est similarity value as the best match.We plot the average similarity of the best matches as
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Figure 4 Jaccard similarity between declared and detected groups as a function of their sizes.
Diagonal shows an interesting pattern (a) which is not reproduced by randomized groups (b). We subtract
(b) from (a) and plot the result in (c), and a histogram of similarity values for a sample of groups lying at the
diagonal in (d). For groups of various sizes, we plot 91th and 99th percentiles of similarity between declared
and detected groups (e).
a function of the size of groups in Figure (a). Zero values of similarity are not taken into
account for these averages. For the purpose of comparisonwith a nullmodel, in Figure (b)
we draw the same plot after randomly reshuﬄing the members of detected groups, while
preserving their sizes. We observe that the two plots diﬀer in values signiﬁcantly along
the diagonal, and that the diﬀerence between them is substantial, as shown in Figure (c),
meaning that indeed detected groups are, to some extent, similar to the declared ones.
Further insights are shown in Figure (d), where we depict the distribution of similarities
of pairs of groups extracted from a small sector of the diagonal, having between  and
 members. The ﬁgure shows that there exist multiple detected groups which overlap
signiﬁcantly with declared groups, and that randomized groups do not show this pattern.
This holds for groups of all sizes, as shown in Figure (e), in which we plot the th and
th percentiles of the bestmatch similarity for detected groups of various sizes (e.g., % of
detected groups of size  have similarity with declared groups higher than ., while for
the randomized case % of the groups have similarity higher than just .). Therefore,
in some cases the community detection algorithm ﬁnds groups which are also deﬁned
by users (i.e., declared groups). We present evidences that this does not occur by chance
through the comparison with the randomized case. Nevertheless, a substantial overlap is
found for just a small percentage of groups. Most of the group pairs have similarity close
to . Consequently, the similarity of detected groups to the best-matching declared groups
is ., while for the randomized detected groups it is not much lower, yielding ..
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5.2 Spatio-temporal classes
Spatial characterization of groups is deﬁned by a single dispersion metric coed . In Flickr
groups we have two potential diﬀerent sources of geolocated data: user location and photo
geotags.
Here we do not use the geolocations of users for two reasons. First, some users do not
provide their position and the IP-based geolocation could be quite unreliable []. Last,
we aim to characterize groups with the information that is directly related to that group
rather than to an individual. For this reason,we consider the geotags attached to the photos
uploaded to the group instead.
Whenwe apply the dispersionmetric using geotags, we obtain a distribution over groups
that is shown in Figure . The histogram displays a bi-modal distribution: a ﬁrst local max-
imum around zero that includes the groups that contain photos geographically near, and
a second local maximumwith peak around the . radians (≈ ◦), that is approximately
the angle between Europe and US, which are the two continents with highest data density.
A random sample of photos in the dataset produces a peak at the same point (not shown),
therefore suggesting that groups with those higher dispersion values are groups where the
geographical aspect is not crucial to the purpose of the community.
To transition from a continuous value to a partition of groups into classes we apply the
X-Means algorithm [] over the monodimensional space of dispersion values, to avoid
manual thresholding. X-Means is an improvement over K-Means where the number of
clusters K is not given and it is able to estimate the number of clusters and the clusters in
a much faster way than optimizing the parameter K with brute force approaches.
Not surprisingly, two clusters are found. The geo-narrow cluster, contains the % of
groups, and the remaining % belongs to the geo-wide cluster.
The temporal aspect includes four diﬀerent metrics that would be diﬃcult to com-
bine with ad-hoc approaches. Besides, we have two diﬀerent sets of timestamped actions,
namely user joining the group and photos uploaded in the goop pool. Therefore, similarly
to the spatial clustering, we apply X-Means to this -dimensional feature space, obtaining
three diﬀerent clusters.
Figure 5 Histogram of the coed dispersion values of Flickr groups (values transformed in radians).
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Table 2 Average and standard deviation of every feature in each of the clusters.
Photos Users
Cent. Disp. Skew. Burst. Cent. Disp. Skew. Burst.
Evergreen 0.48 ± 0.16 0.56 ± 0.14 –0.01 ± 0.32 2.26 ± 1.85 0.45 ± 0.14 0.58 ± 0.13 –0.03 ± 0.29 0.72 ± 1.32
Short-lived 0.03 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.17 0.19 ± 0.47 1.82 ± 1.88 0.05 ± 0.09 0.16 ± 0.18 0.16 ± 0.54 0.62 ± 1.13
Bursty 0.23 ± 0.15 0.56 ± 0.19 0.43 ± 0.43 2.61 ± 1.92 0.15 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.19 0.73 ± 0.32 2.30 ± 1.98
Figure 6 Scatter plot of the groups with respect to the three most discriminative features for the
clustering on the temporal dimensions. Bursty groups are depicted in green, evergeen in blue, and short
lived in red.
The average and standard deviation of every feature are displayed in Table . We ﬁnd
that the three most characteristic features are the dispersion and burstiness over users
joining, and the centrality over photos uploaded. Figure  shows a scatter plot of these
three features for each cluster. After an inspection of the clusters, we name them evergreen,
short-lived and bursty. We report their peculiar features next.
Short-lived. The short-lived groups represent % of our sample and are characterized
by low centrality and small dispersion. This category includes groups that had a little bit
of activity after they were created and that became inactive shortly after. Examples in-
clude limited-scope photo sharing groups whose activity ceases shortly after the photos
are uploaded and consumed by small social circles.
Evergreen. The evergreen cluster is the biggest one, containing % of the groups.
Groups in this cluster are characterized by their high centrality and dispersion values
around .. were created at a certain point in the past and they have been growing in num-
ber of users and photos uniformly until the end of the time period we consider. Examples
include groups dedicated to general topics, such as groups hosting artistic portraits from
amateur and professional photographers.
Bursty. The remaining % of the groups are in the Bursty cluster, containing groups
with lowest skewness and big burstiness, especially in the number of users joining. Those
groups have usually the highest activity at the beginning of their life but then from time
to time they experience photo uploads or user subscriptions in big batches. Some of these
groups are related to recurring (e.g., yearly) events that attract attention of users regularly.
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Figure 7 Evolution of each of the three most centered groups in each temporal cluster. Values on the
y-axis are normalized by the maximum values reached at the end of the time window of our dataset.
The evolutions of number of users and photo uploads for the three most representative
groups in each class are shown in Figure .
5.3 Socio-topical classes
To tackle the socio-topical dimension we ﬁrst characterize the two sets of groups in terms
of the metrics we introduced in Section ... Then we study the relation between the
labels of the declared groups annotated by the human coders and the values of themetrics.
Additionally, we report ratios of groups labeled as social and topical among both declared,
and detected groups.
.. Statistical properties of metrics
Besides directly comparing membership overlap, we study the variation of the metrics
deﬁned in Section .. with the group size. Reciprocity and normalized entropy have a
wide local maximum for groups of sizes between  and  members, both for declared
and detected groups, as shown in Figures (a)-(d). This holds for all interactions and all
sets of tags, with the exception of contacts, for which the curves are relatively ﬂat. A sim-
ilar result has been reported in a recent study [] for pairwise interactions in Twitter
by various community detection algorithms. We perform a random reshuﬄing of photos
between groups, keeping the number of photos per group ﬁxed. The normalized entropy
calculated for the shuﬄed photos stays close to , as expected, and the maximum disap-
pears. A possible interpretation of the existence of the maximum is that these sizes tend
to correspond to social groups, while bigger groups are more frequently topical. Further
ﬁndings to support this interpretation are presented in the next subsection.
Strong correspondence of the maxima for normalized entropy and reciprocity suggests
that these properties are correlated, as shown in Figure . While it may be natural to ex-
plain the correlation between reciprocity of comments and normalized entropy based on
commented photos, it is not clear why we also ﬁnd a positive correlation with normal-
ized entropy based on other sets of photos. A possible interpretation is that high intra-
reciprocity leads to wider variety of topics covered inside of that group, and vice versa.
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Figure 8 Fluctuation of metrics with group size. Dependency of normalized reciprocity (a-b), normalized
entropy (c-d) and relative activity (e-f) on size of groups for comments, favorites, contacts and photo pools,
for declared and detected groups. Blue dashed line is for randomized photos (c-d) and groups (e-f).
Figure 9 Correlation between reciprocity of comments inside a group and entropy of photos
commented or favorited between its members, or belonging to the photo pool of this group, for
declared and detected groups.
The values of relative activity both in declared and detected groups are very high, as
presented in Figures (e), (f ). As expected, activity of randomized groups exhibits values
around  for all group sizes. For real groups instead, the value of relative activity decreases
with the size of groups and gets close to  for very large ones. This may be caused by the
fact that larger groups cannot be as integrated as smaller groups and the social commit-
ment of their members towards other members of the group drops due to limited human
capabilities. Additionally, we observe that the activity decay for declared groups occurs
sharply between groups of size  and , in agreement with Dunbar’s theory on the
upper bound of the number of stable relationships manageable by a human. The activity
drop for detected groups is continuous andmuchmoremoderate (Figure (f )), since com-
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munity detection algorithms tend by design to output node clusters with high numbers of
connections between them.
.. Relation between metrics and group label
Here we analyze properties and values of the metrics for groups labeled through the ed-
itorial process. First, the ratio of groups labeled as social diﬀers between declared and
detected groups. In declared groups we ﬁnd around % social groups, whereas among
detected groups almost % are labeled as social. Additionally, we picked  detected
groups among the ones that are the most similar to declared groups. Speciﬁcally, we se-
lected them randomly from the th percentile shown in Figure . These groups have
signiﬁcant overlap with declared groups and should share similar properties. Indeed, the
ratio of groups labeled as social among them is closer to that of declared groups and equal
to %.We conclude that detected groups are more likely to be social than declared ones.
It is a somewhat expected result, since clustering algorithms detect dense parts of a net-
work, and so they are inclined to detect areas withmore reciprocal connections. Note that
the theory envisions more reciprocal relations in social groups. Thus, community detec-
tion algorithms are more likely to ﬁnd social groups, however, determining to what extent
it happens is not trivial.
One of the expectations is that bond-based groups should not be very large, as the hu-
man capacity for stable relationships is limited. As pointed in Section .., the Dunbar
number can be considered as a possible cap for the size of such groups, while topical
groups do no yield such a restriction. In line with this expectation, we ﬁnd that declared
groups labeled as social have on average  members, whereas groups labeled as topical
have on average around  members.
We ﬁnd insightful diﬀerences and similarities in various properties, which we explore
in detail in Figure . We plot them as a function of the size of groups as they vary drasti-
cally with it, and one needs to compare groups of similar sizes in order to draw unbiased
conclusions.
First, there are almost no diﬀerences in the number of photos (not shown), favorites,
and contacts (as in Figures (b), (c)) inside social and topical groups. The number of
comments is, however, around  times higher in social groups than in topical groups of
similar size (Figure (a)). More diﬀerences can be found when looking at relative activity
(Figures (d)-(i)), which compares the interaction internal to the group with the overall
activity level of users belonging to groups. In all three types of interaction the relative ac-
tivity metrics for social groups yield values from  to over  times higher than for topical
groups. These metrics compare activity internal to the group with activity external to it.
Therefore this result may reﬂect a stronger focus or even a possible isolation of members
belonging to social groups from the rest of people they interact with.
More importantly, we observe large diﬀerences in values of reciprocity and relative reci-
procity of comments and favorites. Social groups exhibit signiﬁcantly higher reciprocity
than topical groups (Figures (j)-(o)), in line with common identity and common bond
theory. There is no diﬀerence in reciprocity of contacts, and a plausible interpretation is
that contacts do not reﬂect personal relations between connected users. Possibly, since
contacts do not need to be reciprocal, users often add people they do not know and do
not interact with as contacts. Finally, we observe much higher values of entropy and nor-
malized entropy in social groups than in topical ones (Figures (p), (q), (s), (t)). This holds
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for the tags extracted from photos commented, and favorited between members. Assum-
ing that tags of photos represent topics of interaction, the result is consistent with bond
attachment. It is expected formembers of bond-based groups to covermany diﬀerent top-
ics and areas in their interactions, whereas members of identity-based groups focus their
interactions on speciﬁc topics. However, this does not hold for the tags extracted from
photo pool of the group (Figures (r), (u)). Apparently, the content of the photo pool
does not always reﬂect well the interactions and relations between members of the group.
Additionally, we plot the fraction of groups labeled as social with respect to group size,
activity, reciprocity, and entropy (Figure ). The size of the groups correlates negatively
as expected (Figure (a)). The correlations with the number of interactions and relative
activity ag are rather weak (Figures (b), (c)), whereas surprisingly there is a strong de-
pendency on relative activity bg (Figure (d)). For the lowest values of bcomg , % of the
groups are topical, while for the highest, % of the groups are social. High values of bg
can mean stronger group-focus, or even an isolation of the group members from the rest
of people they interact with. It may relate to the fact that it is hard to enter bond-based
groups due to strong relations existing between their members and because high invest-
ment is required to create such relations with them []. Direct reciprocity of interactions,
with the exception of contacts, correlates strongly with social groups (Figures (e), (f )).
We strongly expected this result based on bond attachment. Furthermore, we found that
the entropy of tags correlates with social groups, but entropy based on other sources does
not (Figure (g)). However, we ﬁnd that our normalized entropy performs much better
than this, and a strong correlation is found both for tags extracted from comments and
from favorites (Figure (h)). This shows that the normalized entropy of tags may be the
most proper way of measuring topical diversity of communications of a set of people.
.. Group type detection
The properties of labeled social and topical groups tend to conﬁrm the validity of the prin-
ciples identiﬁed by the common identity and common bond theory. A stronger conﬁrma-
tion would directly come from the ability of the deﬁnedmetrics to predict the tendency of
a group towards sociality or topicality. To this end, we propose and compare twomethods
to predict the group type and we test their accuracy over the corpus of the labeled groups.
Prediction methodology The ﬁrst approach we use is a linear combination of the met-
rics. To this end, we select the features that are the most related to the sociological theory
and for which we built speciﬁc metrics, i.e., tg , ug and hg . Each of them is applied to the 
diﬀerent interaction types and bags of tags, which produces a total of  values. We trans-
form the values of the metrics into their t-statistics by subtracting the average value and
dividing them by the standard deviation of the distribution. Then we weight the normal-
ized scores evenly by dividing them by the total number of metrics considered and we
ﬁnally sum them up to obtain a single score Sg . All of the components are supposed to
score high for social groups. Therefore, the higher the value of the score, the higher the
chance that the group is social rather than topical. To convert the score into a binary label,
a ﬁxed threshold above which groups are predicted to be social must be selected. Using
this approach, we aim at testing if those metrics, based on the theory, can be successful in
predicting the type of group (social or topical).
The second approach relies on machine-learning methods that use the metrics’ values
as features. Features are combined in a classiﬁer that is ﬁrst trained on a sample of labeled
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data to learn a prediction model. The trained classiﬁer then outputs a binary prediction
for any new group instance deﬁned in the same feature space. Due to the limited size of
our corpus of labeled groups, we estimate the classiﬁer performance using -fold cross
validation.We report results on a Rotation Forest classiﬁer, which performed best in com-
parison to several algorithms implemented in WEKA. For the classiﬁer we used a wider
set of features than for the linear combination approach, namely: group size sg and Eintg , ag ,
bg , tg , ug , H(g), hg , each applied to the  diﬀerent interaction types and bags of tags. This
results in a total of  features. We selected such a wide set of features to test if indeed the
metrics proposed to distinguish between the social and topical groups are the best ones
for the task. The relative predictive power of the features is measured through a feature
selection algorithm.
Prediction results The ratio of groups labeled as social increases quickly with the score
Sg , as shown in Figure (a). This summarizes the ﬁndings of previous sections, suggesting
that the features embedded in the score are able to capture well the nature of the groups.
The higher the score, the higher the probability that the group is social; the lower, the
more topical. When the score is around zero, groups can be either social or topical, or
both, meaning that a decision on the nature of the group may be more diﬃcult. If we
ﬁx the threshold for the Sg value in order to perform a binary group classiﬁcation, it is
clear that several misclassiﬁcations will occur, especially around the threshold value. An
example for threshold at  is shown in Figure (a). Conversely, the classiﬁer performs
much better and achieves the ratio that adheres much more to the actual ratio of social
and topical groups.
Both methods, however, fail more frequently for groups with mixed social and topical
features. The prediction accuracies of the classiﬁer and of the score-based predictions
have an evident drop of performance around  (Figure (b)). The accuracy at the extreme
values of the score is close to ., while it falls below . for groups with a score close
to .On the other hand, this drop appears also in the agreement between two of the human
Figure 12 Comparison between prediction methods. (a) Ratio of groups labeled as social versus the
score. The same ratio is plotted for the score-based (threshold at 0) and trained classiﬁer predictions. (b) The
accuracy of prediction of the two techniques and agreement between two of the labelers against the Sg
values. (c) ROC curves for the prediction with the two diﬀerent techniques.
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Table 3 Group type prediction performance using (i) the score with threshold at 0, (ii) 10-fold
cross validation on a Rotation Forest classiﬁer trained on all the features, or (iii) the same





Classiﬁer χ2top5 0.803 0.872
labelers,measured as a ratio of groups that have been given the same label. Apparently, this
is a shortcoming of the binary classiﬁcation itself, as opposed to multi-label classiﬁcation.
The overall performance of the two approaches can be compared fairly through ROC
curves (Figure (c)), which astray from the selection of a ﬁxed threshold. The curve for
the classiﬁer (computed for the -fold cross validation) always performs better, and this
is reﬂected in the considerably higher AUC value and accuracy, as shown in Table .
In addition, to determine the most predictive features, we rank the features using Chi-
square feature selection. The top  features are, in decreasing order of importance: hcomg ,
tcomg , ucomg , hfavg , and bcomg . The selected set is the optimal for the prediction performance:
retraining the classiﬁer on such restricted set of features results in stable performance,
as shown in Table . The top  most predictive features correspond directly to the ex-
pectations of the theory and results of the analysis from Section ; in other words, the
normalized entropy of comments on the photo within the group and the reciprocity of
comments exchanged between members are the best predictors of the socio-topical di-
vide of groups. More surprisingly, as not explicitly mentioned in the original theory, also
the amount of activity, namely the normalized activity in commenting in our case (bcomg ),
is another good predictor. However, this is understandable, as we have already remarked
on its importance and commented on its interpretation in Section .
5.4 Three-dimensional characterization
Once groups are characterized by each aspect separately, a natural question is whether
there are some cross-dimensions relationships between group types, or in other words if
diﬀerent clusters of groups in one dimensions correspond predominantly to some other
type of group in the other dimension. Blending all the metrics in a single model would be
a way to answer the question. However, such unifying approach would be quite unprac-
tical because of the diﬀerent nature of the group characterization problem in diﬀerent
dimensions (clustering for geo-temporal, classiﬁcation for socio-topical) and because of
the diﬃcult interpretation of a model that blends together such diverse types of measures.
For these reasons, we use a more modular and simple approach to analyze groups
along the three dimensions together just by looking at the intersections between diﬀer-
ent classes. In this way we obtain an easier interpretation of results. Since there are two
spatial classes (geo-wide and geo-narrow), three temporal classes (evergreen, short-lived
and bursty), and two socio-topical classes (social and topical), there are  possible combi-
nations of classes. The relative volume of the Flickr groups in our sample for each of them
is reported in Table .
Some clear patterns emerge. First, social groups have a much higher ratio of bursty to
evergreen groups than the topical ones. This is likely caused by the type of social behavior:
a group of individuals who know each other wouldmore likely join all the groups at its very
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Table 4 Percentage of groups in each intersection between clusters. The sum of all the cells is
100%.
Topical Social
Short-lived Evergreen Bursty Short-lived Evergreen Bursty
Geo-narrow 4.8% 15.8% 5.7% 5.3% 10.9% 12.7%
Geo-wide 1.4% 15.5% 4.2% 1.5% 9.7% 11.4%
beginning and probably would have a bursty activity caused by events of the social group.
Symmetrically, topical groups tend to belong more to the “evergreen” category, as some
topics are indeed not tied to the churn of social groups or to temporal trends. Furthermore,
we can see a relation between short-lived and geo-narrow groups: groups that live for a
short time haveway less probability to spread on a big geographical scale, or in otherwords
geo-width is a good indicator of an high chance of the group to survive longer.
6 Information diffusion in groups
Work in graph mining and social network analysis is too often conducted in several sepa-
rate sub-branches focused on the solution of smaller tasks and with scarce contamina-
tion with other closely related pieces of research. One example is the relationship be-
tween communities and information diﬀusion. As cleverly noted just recently in a book
by Easley and Kleinberg [], the phenomenon of information diﬀusion, namely the ﬂow
of information along social links generating information cascades on a social network, is
likely strongly coupledwith the concept of community. In fact, the community boundaries
should include people that are, to some extent, more similar to each other than to the rest
of the network and the information likely would tend to spread inside that community and
have lower penetration on the outside. In short: “cascades and clusters truly are natural
opposites: clusters block the spread of cascades, and whenever a cascade comes to a stop,
there’s a cluster that can be used to explain why” [].
Very recently, this idea has been leveraged by Barbieri et al. [] who used data of in-
formation cascades to detect hidden communities. However, we argue that the process of
spreading could be determined also by the type of communities involved in the process.
Intuitively when a piece of information about a certain topic reaches a community that
is interested in the same topic then the information will probably spread more easily, but
what if a social (instead of topical) community is reached by the information cascade?
We contribute to shed light on this matter by running an experiment to check informa-
tion cascades in relation to the types of groups we identify in this work. To do that, we
rely on a well-established work by Cha et al. [, ] which modeled information propa-
gation on Flickr. Here we replicate that model and study the resulting information cascade
considering groups as additional component.
Cha et al.’s information diﬀusion model works using favorites. To consider a piece of
information to propagate from user u to user u the following conditions must hold in a
strict temporal order:
() u starts following u;
() u favorites a photo p;
() u favorites the same photo p.
This experimental framework is motivated by the fact that, in Flickr, users are notiﬁed
about the photos that their followees favorite. The information diﬀusion links can be used
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to reconstruct potentially several information diﬀusion cascades (also called “diﬀusion
trees”), where the root is a user who favorited a photo without having any followees who
favorited it before.
To check the relation between cascades and group types, we have to extend the afore-
mentioned framework by embedding the notion of group. Speciﬁcally, we want to check
whether a photo that is uploaded in a group pool has a diﬀusion that is predominantly
restricted to that group or spreads beyond the group boundaries. Therefore, we consider
roots of our diﬀusion trees all the users that comply with the following strict temporal
sequence:
() user u joins group g ;
() photo p is uploaded to g ;
() u favorites p.
Of course, for each (g,p), g ∈ G ∧ p ∈ P pair there could be multiple root users, namely
multiple members of the group who are not following each other and who all favorite the
same photo according to the temporal sequence speciﬁed above. We connect all this root
users to a common super-root identiﬁed by the (g,p) pair. Once the root nodes are iden-
tiﬁed, we apply the framework by Cha et al., thus obtaining information cascades each
labeled by a unique (g,p) pair. Note that a photo could be uploaded in multiple group
pools, thus originating more than one cascade. We consider each of these possible cas-
cades separately.
The method we propose is limited by the fact that the root user might favorite a photo
not because it has been published in a group but for any other reason (e.g., it was discov-
ered by random browsing). However, we argue that if the photo has been uploaded to the
pool we can assume it to be relevant to the group and the nature of the actual action that
triggered the ﬁrst favorite is not crucial to the study.
Given this setting, for each cascade we compute a pair of values. Considering Ag,p to be
the set of adopters, namely the users who take part in the diﬀusion tree for the (g,p) pair,
andMg the members of group g , we deﬁne:
cg,p =
|Ag,p ∩Mg |
|Mg | , ()
sg,p =  –
|Ag,p ∩Mg |
|Ag,p| . ()
The cg,p measure the coverage of the cascade, namely the reaction to a photo by the com-
munity or, in other words, howmuch the photo spread inside the group. The sg,p measures
instead the external spreading and captures how much the information spreads outside
group. An example of a cascade is given in Figure .
To characterize each group, all the values cg,p and sg,p are averaged for all their photos,
leading to the aggregate values cg and sg . To study how the information spreads in groups
of diﬀerent types, we consider the values for each of the group types separately and we
compute the average values at a ﬁxed group size, to account for any dimensionality eﬀects.
The results are shown in Figures , , and .
On the social-topical axis, the diﬀerence between diﬀerent type of groups is slight but
noticeable, with the topical groups having slightly more coverage and the social groups
more external spreading (except for a small range of group sizes). This supports the in-
tuitions of previous work that identiﬁes the boundaries of topical groups as harder to be
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Figure 13 Example of diffusion tree for a photo p uploaded
into the photo pool of group g. Circles represent users and the
dashed line marks the boundaries of the group. Red circles are
the root users. In this example 8 users out of 20 members are
nodes of the diﬀusion tree, leading to coverageg,p = 0.4. Also, 3
users outside the group are nodes of the tree, for a total tree size
of 11 nodes (except the meta-root), thus leading to
externalCoverageg,p = 0.27.
crossed by information cascades. This is somehow expected in the case in which mem-
bers of topical groups share interests which are narrow enough to be limited predomi-
nantly to the groups members, while members of social groups do not necessarily share
a speciﬁc common interest, therefore their favoriting behaviour is more varied and with
higher chance to have an echo also outside the group. On the geographical dimension in-
stead the diﬀerence is almost negligible, with slightly higher values for geo-wide groups
for both metrics. This might be related to a better capacity of geo-wide groups to spread
information in general.
More evident trends are obtained on the time dimension. On average, the evergreen
groups have more coverage than the short-lived or the bursty ones, whereas the bursty
groups are the ones with most external spreading. Evergreen groups are always active, so
they get a lot of attention from their members, partially explaining why photos published
in them get more coverage. On the other hand, bursty groups are often related to major
events with broad scope whose photos can be of interest to a large audience in the Flickr
community not restricted to the members only.
Figure 14 Average values of coverage and external spreading for all groups with same number of
members. Social and topical group types are considered.
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Figure 15 Average values of coverage and external spreading for all groups with same number of
members. Geo-narrow and geo-wide group types are considered.
Figure 16 Average values of coverage and external spreading for all groups with same number of
members. Evergreen, short-lived, and bursty group types are considered.
7 Conclusions
Providing nuanced descriptions of interaction atoms in networked social systems is crucial
to get an accurate understanding of the online collective human behaviour. After social
links, groups are the most important social structures around which the activity of social
media revolves.
We contribute to explore this area by proposing a set of general metrics to capture the
spatial, temporal, and socio-topical dimensions of groups, which are the three aspects
about groups that have been informally identiﬁed in the previous literature but never for-
malized and studied in conjunction.Using a large Flickr groupdataset for our experiments,
we propose a new metric to account for geographical sparsity that identiﬁes two main
classes of spatially-characterized groups (geo-narrow and geo-wide); we cluster groups
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according to their temporal activity, being able to discover three major temporal patterns
(evergreen, bursty, and short-lived groups); last we translate the “common identity and
common bond theory” into metrics of reciprocity, activity, and topical diversity to dis-
tinguish social and topical groups. In particular, we annotate a number of Flickr groups
as either topical or social and we match this ground truth with the machine-generated la-
bels, showing that the socio-topicalmetrics, combinedwith amachine-learning approach,
predict the group type with high accuracy. The analysis of the three dimensions in combi-
nation allows us to show interesting correlations between diﬀerent classes. In particular,
we ﬁnd that groups that manage to spread on geographically-large scale are usually more
long-lived than “local” groups, that topical groups tend to have a constant activity be-
haviour, being tolerant to the churn of their users, and that social groups have a bursty
activity traces, with all the members joining at ﬁrst and then interacting with each other
from time to time, after relatively long periods of inactivity.
Besides these main results, our study is enriched by several pieces of complementary
analysis. First, we ﬁnd that the dependency of the socio-topical metrics on the group size
conﬁrms previous observations about the eﬀective size of social communities (also known
as Dunbar’s Number), peaking around rather small sizes and being limited by a cap of -
 members. Also, the comparison of the structure and sociality and topicality traits
between declared groups and groups from community detection algorithms reveals that
detected groups do not overlap much with declared groups on average, but they match
sensiblymore than the randomcase for groups of comparable sizes. Furthermore, detected
groups are more often social than the declared ones. Last, inspired by previous work that
puts in relation communities and information cascades and relying on a well-established
model of information diﬀusion on Flickr, we study the dependency between group type
and volume of information spreading inside or outside a group. We ﬁnd that social and
bursty groups allow the information to spread across the boundaries of groups more than
topical and evergreen groups, that instead tend to retain more the information within
them.
We hope that our study brings a constructive message in terms of (i) the need of more
nuanced description of the structures in social networks and (ii) the beneﬁts of putting in
relation diﬀerent collective phenomena that are rarely put in relation one with another.
Appendix
A.1 Correction parameter for standard deviation







Given a list N values t that can be assumed in [, ], with a given mean μ the greater
possible standard deviation would be achieved under a Bernoulli distribution with t = 
with probability p and t =  with probability q. Under these circumstances we can write:
∑
(t –μ) =N · p · ( –μ) +N · q · ( –μ), ()
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which, under a Bernoulli distribution, can be rewritten as:
∑
(t –μ) = N · ( –μ) · ( –μ) +N · μ · ( –μ) ()
= N · ( –μ)μ +N · μ( +μ – μ) ()
= Nμ( –μ). ()
Therefore, being Nμ( –μ) the maximum value for
∑
(t –μ), we use it as normalization
factor in ().
A.2 Correction parameter for skewness
Under a Bernoulli distribution that assumes value  with probability p() and  with p(),




 if p() > p(),
. if p() = p(),
 if p() < p().
()
In case p() = p() = . the normalization factor is not relevant so mean and median
are equal and the diﬀerence would remain the same. In other cases, one can deﬁne the




 –μ if p() < p(),
μ if p() > p().
()





 –μ if  –μ < μ,
μ if  –μ > μ,
()
that can be ﬁnally rewritten as:
maxdiﬀ = min( –μ,μ), ()
which we use it as normalization factor in ().
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